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Professor Starling proposed his hypothesis on the capillary interstitial fluid transfer in 1886 [1] and later in 1896 [2] in which fluid 
filtration is attributed to the hydrostatic pressure and absorption to the oncotic pressure of plasma proteins. It became a law after 1948 
as based on a study in which there was an experimental error based on a misconception [3] that elevating arterial and venous pressures 
elevate the capillary pressure, which is true for venous pressure but not true for arterial pressure as based on the common observation 
that a rise in venous pressure causes oedema, but hypertension never does. Substantial evidence currently exists to demonstrate how 
the capillary works in providing fluid with oxygen and nutrients to the interstitial fluid (ISF) space as well as remove the waste products 
at rest and exercise when the demand for oxygen is greater. It has been proven beyond any doubt that Starling’s law is in fact wrong on 
both of its forces and there are 21 reasons to affirm that [4]. There is new substantial evidence in both physics and physiology to prove 
Starling’s law is wrong and the correct replacement is the hydrodynamic of the G tube [5,6] (Figure). I have achieved 13 new scientific 
discoveries in physics, physiology and medicine [7], that precisely prove the correctness of this new theory on capillary physiology. The 
received knowledge and understating of capillary physiology are reported in this article [8]. Here I summarise the new evidence based on 
my 40-years of research work and reports.

The hydrodynamics of the porous narrow orifice tube (G) akin to the capillary ultrastructure with precapillary sphincter [9] and wide 
pores in its wall [10] provide the correct replacement for Starling’s law [5,6]. As the figure shows the fluid passing through the G tube 
with a chamber around it akin to capillary with its surrounding ISF space runs in a circulatory fashion with the fluid in the surrounding 
chamber running in an opposite direction to the flow in lumen. A rapid dynamic magnetic field like circulation between fluid in the lumen 
and the surrounding chamber is created [5]. The proximal akin to arterial pressure creates negative side pressure gradient on the wall of 
the G tube with maximum negativity near the inlet and turns positive near the exit that creates net negative pressure in the surrounding 
chamber akin to ISF space. Adding fine tea leaves that are smaller than the pore to the circulatory fluid shows only a small amount goes 
to the surrounding chamber which is akin to plasma protein having higher concentration in the circulating blood than in the ISF space.

The tree branching law (TBL) corrects two widely received misconception on capillary physiology. This TBL states that “The tree 
trunk gives rise to branches that has a total cross section areas less than its own” [11]. Every branch of the tree becomes a trunk for its 
own branches. The law applies to both green trees and the red tree of the aorta and blood vessels. This TBL corrects 2 widely received 
misconceptions on capillary physiology concerning its cross-section areas and the blood speed in the capillary lumen [8]. This new theory 
is a firm foundation for the new scientific basis that should govern fluid therapy in shock resuscitation [12]. The physiological proof that 
the capillary works as G tube not Poiseuille’s tube has also been reported [13]. The result of this study indicates that the capillary works 
as the G tube not Poiseuille’s tube.
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Physiologist, physicians particularly anaesthetists and surgeons should become aware and understand that this new theory will help 
to save hundreds of thousands of patients being unnecessarily killed by ARDS every year all over the world. The “fluid creep” that occur 
during shock resuscitation of the critically ill and surgical patients being misled by Starling’s law [14] is responsible for that [15]. The 
editor of this top journal has a grand role of spreading this new knowledge.

Figure: Shows a diagrammatic representation of the hydrodynamic of G tube based on G tubes and chamber C seen in figure. This 
37-years old diagrammatic representation of the hydrodynamic of G tube in chamber C is based on several photographs some are 

shown here. The G tube is the plastic tube with narrow inlet and pores in its wall built on a scale to capillary ultra-structure of pre-
capillary sphincter and wide inter cellular cleft pores, and the chamber C around it is another bigger plastic tube representing the 
interstitial fluid space to form the G-C apparatus. The diagram represents a capillary-ISF unit that should replace Starling’s law in 

every future physiology, medical and surgical textbooks, and added to chapters on hydrodynamics in physics textbooks. The numbers 
should read as follows:

1: The inflow pressure pushes fluid through the orifice.
2: Creating fluid jet in the lumen of the G tube**. 
3: The fluid jet creates negative side pressure gradient causing suction maximal over the proximal part of the G tube near the inlet that 
sucks fluid into lumen. 
4: The side pressure gradient turns positive pushing fluid out of lumen over the distal part maximally near the outlet. 
5: Thus, the fluid around G tube inside C moves in magnetic field-like circulation (5) taking an opposite direction to lumen flow of G tube. 
6: The inflow pressure 1 and orifice 2 induce the negative side pressure creating the dynamic G-C circulation phenomenon that is rapid, 
autonomous, and efficient in moving fluid and particles out from the G tube lumen at 4, irrigating C at 5, then sucking it back again at 3, 
7: Maintaining net negative energy pressure inside chamber C. 
**: Note the shape of the fluid jet inside the G tube (Cone shaped), having a diameter of the inlet on right hand side and the diameter of 
the exit at left hand side (G tube diameter). I lost the photo on which the fluid jet was drawn, using tea leaves of fine that can pass through 
the pores and coarse sizes cannot pass through the pores. Both sizes of tea leaves runs in the centre of G tube leaving the outer zone near 
the wall of G tube clear. This may explain the finding in real capillary of the protein-free (and erythrocyte-free) sub-endothelial zone in 
the Glycocalyx paradigm. It was also noted that fine tea leaves exit the distal pores in small amount maintaining a higher concentration 
in the circulatory system than that in the C chamber- akin to plasma proteins.
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